**NEARPOD:**
Bring the classroom to life with interactive mobile presentations and embedded feedback activities that you can create and customize yourself.

**ONENOTE:**
Want to go paperless? Looking for a way to revolutionize your teaching and learning? Experience the power of Microsoft OneNote! Organize, create, and collaborate anytime anywhere with text, audio, video, files, digital ink, and so much more!

**SCHOOLOGY:**
Schoology has all the tools you need to create engaging assignments, design lessons, assess student understanding and provide quality feedback. Plus it has the added ability to sync grades up to PowerTeacher!

**SURFACE PRO:**
Learn how to use your device to move freely and open your classroom to a new level of collaboration and learning.

**HOW TO SIGN UP**
For registration and additional session descriptions be sure to visit:

www.mcs4kids.com/TCE2016
This is an all-day event and TK-6 Teachers must pick either one of the all-day sessions, or one each of the morning & afternoon sessions.

### DAY 1 - May 31

**ALL-DAY SESSIONS**
8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
- Fear Not the Fraction for Grades 3-6

For *Special Ed Teachers* or *New Teachers*:
- Number Talks for TK-2
- Number Talks for 3-6

### DAY 2 - June 1

**ALL-DAY SESSIONS**
8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
- Strategies to Support EL and Struggling Students for TK-6 Part I (2 Day Session)
- Addition/Subtraction in Action for TK-2
- Unleash the Power of the Model Multiplication & Division for Grades 3-5

### DAY 3 - June 2

**ALL-DAY SESSIONS**
8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
- Strategies to Support EL and Struggling Students for TK-6 Part II (2 Day Session)

---

### MORNING SESSIONS (4 hrs)
8 a.m. – 12 p.m.

1. Engage and Amaze Students with the Interactive Features of NEARPOD
2. Build a Collaborative Classroom using ONENOTE
3. Taking Control of Your Digital Resources with Schoology
4. The Art of Being a Digitally Mobile Surface Pro Teacher in the Classroom

**LUNCH** 12 - 1 p.m. (On Your Own)

### AFTERNOON SESSIONS (2 hrs) 1 – 3 p.m.

- *Classroom Management Skills in the Digital Environment*: This exciting course will offer teachers insight on setting up classroom management rules, expectations and routines surrounding the use of technology in the classroom. Learn how to get the most out of your digital devices by setting up procedures that will make your classroom experience with technology a successful one.
- *Convert Your PowerPoint Presentations into an Interactive Online Lessons with Office Mix*: Office Mix is a free add-in for PowerPoint 2013 & 2016. It is a powerful tool that makes authoring and sharing of online lessons and presentations simple. Office Mix makes basic presentations interactive with quizzes and labs. It allows you to export lessons as interactive online videos and provides analysis of what students viewed and completed within each slide.
- *Curate Your Personal Learning Network (PLN) with Schoology Resources and Groups*: Having a PLN is about sharing ideas and resources, collaboration, and learning. We may share our learning, ideas and expertise in different ways; using different media and tools, but the essence is the same: the PLN is simply the best professional development you will ever participate in – and it’s available 24/7. Come and see how you can use the power of Schoology to get and stay connected with your peers.
- *Manage your Classroom ClassDojo-Style*: ClassDojo is a classroom tool that helps teachers improve behavior in their classrooms quickly and easily. It also captures and generates data on behavior that teachers can share with parents and administrators.
- *New Windows 10 Features*: Windows 10 is the newest version of Microsoft Windows. In this training you will learn the essential features of Windows 10 including the new Start Menu, Cortana Searching, Task View, Multiple Desktop Views, Settings, the new Edge Web Browser and how to switch from desktop to tablet mode.
- *OneDrive Collaboration Techniques*: OneDrive for Business is a file hosting service that allows users to upload and sync files to a cloud storage and access them from a web browser or their local device. In this training we will go over online cloud storage of your files including, getting started, uploading files and folders, sharing and collaborating, and working in the cloud.
- *Sway as a Presentation Tool for Learning*: Office Sway is a presentation web app developed by Microsoft. In this training, we will go over online cloud storage of your files including, getting started, uploading files and folders, sharing and collaborating, and working in the cloud.
- *Using Digital Polls and Surveys to Gauge Student Learning*: Google Forms can be used to plan events, make a survey or poll, give students a quiz, or collect other information. In this training we will sign into Google Drive, create a Google Form, share the Form with other users, view responses, sort and filter responses and create summary charts and graphs.